Wednesday, October 10, 2018

October Meeting
Attendance:

- Jill Kilby
- Bridget Anders
- Paulina Allen

Review of the upcoming event:
Bridget: Helge from Haus Heidelberg, will be bringing 2-3 different types of sausages,
schnitzel and other foods. He will need 2 outlets for the food.
Paulina: spoke to Abel from the taco place and will try to bring them Pastor tacos.
Lowballed the amount of people that were expected to attend so that we try to keep his
food waste as low as possible.
Also spoke with the frozen sno cone and have them coming out
Games:

- Mummy toilet paper game: team of 3 people, they will have 90 seconds to wrap
themselves. be held from 3-3:15pm and Jill is going to man it

- Toddler Area: Corn pool, pumpkin punch board, pumpkin ring toss. Going to need 3
larger pumpkins and Nichole is going to help in this area.

- Cake Walk: 16 spots, 5 cakes to give away (variety). Were going to have some of the
spaces printed at Office Max and have them laminated. Time will be 3:30-3:45

- DJ will announce the cake walk and start and stop the music, and Paulina will pick
numbers

- Dance Competition: from 4:00-4:30
- Elementary and Under
- Middle and High School
- Adult
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- People in the competition will dance for 90 seconds, then do a round of elimination or
promotion. last one standing gets prize of the gift card.

- DJ will MC the competition as well
- Pumpkin Painting: will pick up the pumpkins the day before (Bridget) from the farmers
market. Painting will be from 2-4, and 4-5 adults can paint if we still have some left.

- Gift Cards: 10 x 10$ gift cards: 6 for the mummy, 4 for the dance competition
- Have 6 buckets or containers for candy to give away candy
- **Jill has bowls and dishes for the raffle tickets and candy and prizes**
- Bridget is going to get the deer feed for
- 2 tables for the kids painting, 1 table for the games and prizes, 1 table for donations,
1 card table from Bridget for the kiddie area

- Get DJ to promote the exit survey and put the cards at the donation table that will be
manned by Tangela and Tonya

- Discussed that we will show up 12:00-12:30 to setup
- Discussed that we need to have a conference call or short meeting to discuss our
game plan for the Nov 1st homeowners meeting.

- Next meeting planned for Nov 6th at 6pm at Paulina’s house
*** meeting adjourned ***
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